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General presentationGeneral presentation

�� Performing laboratory convection experiments with Performing laboratory convection experiments with 
internal, noninternal, non--contact, microwave generated heating contact, microwave generated heating 
will help us to better understand Earthwill help us to better understand Earth’’s s convectingconvecting
mantle.mantle.

�� Although internal volumetric radioactive heating Although internal volumetric radioactive heating 
represents the major source of heat in the Earth, we represents the major source of heat in the Earth, we 
still lack a quantitative understanding of its role on the still lack a quantitative understanding of its role on the 
thermal evolution of the Earth.thermal evolution of the Earth.

The studies are sparse, and provide only a first order insightThe studies are sparse, and provide only a first order insight on on 
the dynamics of the system, expressed typically as an average the dynamics of the system, expressed typically as an average 
cooling rate function of the relative contribution of internal cooling rate function of the relative contribution of internal 
and base heating.and base heating.



General presentationGeneral presentation

�� Thermal convection in a heterogeneous system heated Thermal convection in a heterogeneous system heated 
from within has not been treated yet due to many from within has not been treated yet due to many 
technical difficulties of the problem.technical difficulties of the problem. Experimentally, Experimentally, 
specific techniques have to be developed to obtain specific techniques have to be developed to obtain 
heterogeneous heating in an evolving system. heterogeneous heating in an evolving system. 
This last point is the main objective of the present project.This last point is the main objective of the present project.

�� Here we propose to perform convection studies. We propose Here we propose to perform convection studies. We propose 
several geometries, each one meant to address particular several geometries, each one meant to address particular 
questions relative to Earth and more general to the convection questions relative to Earth and more general to the convection 
in other planets. in other planets. 
The novelty of our approach relies on the fact that the internalThe novelty of our approach relies on the fact that the internal
heating is produced by microwave (MW) absorption.heating is produced by microwave (MW) absorption. Microwave Microwave 
heating (MWH) provides an original way of producing nonheating (MWH) provides an original way of producing non--
contact, very localised, or yet extended heat sources by a contact, very localised, or yet extended heat sources by a 
convenient choice of microwave antenna, excitation sequence convenient choice of microwave antenna, excitation sequence 
and selective absorption of fluids. and selective absorption of fluids. 



Fig. C. Simultaneous, quantitative 
visualization of thermochemical
plumes: (a) original image, 
temperature anomaly, viscosity, local 
buoyancy. (b) Velocity field from 
PIV. (Kumagai, Kurita, Davaille and 
Limare, 2009)
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Experimental distribution of MW 

power field in TM104 waveguide 
(closed resonator) at different 
exposure time, using a 
proprietary temperature sensor 
(E.Surducan, V.Surducan, The 
thermographic transducer for 
high power microwave radiation,
Romanian Patent, RO 00116506)

The start idea : INCDTIM microwaves power The start idea : INCDTIM microwaves power 

distribution studiesdistribution studies



Objective and stagesObjective and stages

(I) The first objective of this project is to develop a (I) The first objective of this project is to develop a 

novel, specific MW experimental setup to use it for novel, specific MW experimental setup to use it for 

mixed convection experiments.mixed convection experiments.

�� To develop a MW generator, firmware controlled from an To develop a MW generator, firmware controlled from an 
embedded system adapted to the experiments purpose;embedded system adapted to the experiments purpose;

�� To develop specific applicators (antennas and microwave To develop specific applicators (antennas and microwave 
cavities) correlated with the heating desired process;cavities) correlated with the heating desired process;

�� To test in microwaves the liquids proposed for convection To test in microwaves the liquids proposed for convection 
experiments;experiments;

�� To adapt de microwaves power setup to the needs of the inTo adapt de microwaves power setup to the needs of the in--
situ temperature measurement and the biological protection situ temperature measurement and the biological protection 
rules.rules.

This is the main Romanian team objectiveThis is the main Romanian team objective



(II) The second objective is related to the convection (II) The second objective is related to the convection 

experiments. experiments. 

�� Several tank geometries, the MW generator and the applicators Several tank geometries, the MW generator and the applicators 
prototyped at the Romanian institute are going to be tested in prototyped at the Romanian institute are going to be tested in 
the French lab for a large set of input parameters and fluids the French lab for a large set of input parameters and fluids 
characteristics.characteristics.

�� The experimental results will be used to derive scaling laws thaThe experimental results will be used to derive scaling laws that t 
will allow their application to mantle convection.will allow their application to mantle convection.

�� This is the strong complementary FrenchThis is the strong complementary French--Romanian objective.Romanian objective.

The first two objectives are interrelated, and we expect thatThe first two objectives are interrelated, and we expect that
even if the Romanian team is in charge with the first one and even if the Romanian team is in charge with the first one and 
the French team with the second one, the success of both relies the French team with the second one, the success of both relies 
on teams complementarities, on the quality of the exchange on teams complementarities, on the quality of the exchange 
and competence transfer.and competence transfer.

Objective and stagesObjective and stages



(III) (III) The third objective is to apply the experimental The third objective is to apply the experimental 

results to geophysical modelling.results to geophysical modelling.

�� Different possible scenarios of mantle convection will to be Different possible scenarios of mantle convection will to be 
tested to address several features of Earthtested to address several features of Earth’’s mantle s mantle 
convection that have not yet been explained satisfactorily: convection that have not yet been explained satisfactorily: 
the thermal structure of the the thermal structure of the convectingconvecting layer and the heat layer and the heat 
flux at the top boundary. flux at the top boundary. 

�� Experiment of localised intense thermal heating to mimic Experiment of localised intense thermal heating to mimic 
partial melting in partial melting in upwellingupwelling convective current, by setting convective current, by setting 
the liquid close to its boiling point.the liquid close to its boiling point.

This is the main French team objectiveThis is the main French team objective

Objective and stagesObjective and stages



Project TeamProject Team

�� The teams form IPGP France and INCDTIM Romania have distinct The teams form IPGP France and INCDTIM Romania have distinct 
and well defined research areas: the physics of Earth and the and well defined research areas: the physics of Earth and the 
physics of microwavesphysics of microwaves (fundamental and applied research). (fundamental and applied research). 
However, the particular purpose of this project is extremely However, the particular purpose of this project is extremely 
interesting for both teams. Exchanging knowinteresting for both teams. Exchanging know--how and cooperation how and cooperation 
on nonon non--contact MW heating techniques and thermal evolution of contact MW heating techniques and thermal evolution of 
convectingconvecting systems will bring benefits for both groups.systems will bring benefits for both groups.

�� The MW research group belongs to the Molecular and The MW research group belongs to the Molecular and BiomolecularBiomolecular
Physics Department, Physics Department, PhotothermalPhotothermal and microwaves applied and microwaves applied 
research team,  and is involved in MW fundamental and applied research team,  and is involved in MW fundamental and applied 
research.Theresearch.The contribution of the MW research group to the project contribution of the MW research group to the project 
is related to research, design and prototype of a microwaveis related to research, design and prototype of a microwave--
heating device (MWH) for convection studies on immiscible liquidheating device (MWH) for convection studies on immiscible liquids. s. 

�� LL’’InstitutInstitut de Physique de Physique dudu Globe de Paris (IPGP) is a research Globe de Paris (IPGP) is a research 
institution associated to CNRS and member of the PRES Sorbonne institution associated to CNRS and member of the PRES Sorbonne 
Paris Paris CitCitéé. Its mission is to achieve research and provide education . Its mission is to achieve research and provide education 
in the fields of geosciences and monitoring the natural in the fields of geosciences and monitoring the natural 
phenomena. The team involved in the present project belong to phenomena. The team involved in the present project belong to 
the Geological Fluids Dynamics Laboratory. The group main the Geological Fluids Dynamics Laboratory. The group main 
interests are: convection phenomena in the mantle, cooling interests are: convection phenomena in the mantle, cooling 
dynamics of the Earth and physical dynamics of the Earth and physical volcanologyvolcanology..



Project TeamProject Team
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Physics of the experimentPhysics of the experiment

The Earth mantle The Earth mantle ““nuclear rectornuclear rector”” is modeled by is modeled by 
microwaves absorption.microwaves absorption.

Tasks for the microwaves experimental setup:Tasks for the microwaves experimental setup:

--microwaves power control;microwaves power control;

--microwaves distribution control (uniform microwaves microwaves distribution control (uniform microwaves 
distribution)distribution)

--to prepare a liquid material with  dielectric properties (to prepare a liquid material with  dielectric properties (ee’’+je+je””) ) 
constants in the desired temperature interval constants in the desired temperature interval ∆∆T;T;

--to measure temperature inside the probe by nonto measure temperature inside the probe by non--contact contact 
optical method (real time image of a specific section of the optical method (real time image of a specific section of the 
probe);probe);

-- biological protection for the users of the experimental devicebiological protection for the users of the experimental device



Experiment setupExperiment setup
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The embedded systemThe embedded system

••MW power control: 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% or 750W MW power;MW power control: 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% or 750W MW power;
••Driving capabilities: MW inverter, MW transformer;Driving capabilities: MW inverter, MW transformer;
••Large combinations of MW duty cycle (1s to 60s MW pulse Large combinations of MW duty cycle (1s to 60s MW pulse 
programming, during 1s to 60s period, any combination);programming, during 1s to 60s period, any combination);
••1s to 24h MW treatment time, using real time clock;1s to 24h MW treatment time, using real time clock;
••PhotoPhoto--camera syhnchro rate: 1min to 10min;camera syhnchro rate: 1min to 10min;
••Three temperature sensors 0Three temperature sensors 0--125125ººC, 0.1C, 0.1ººC resolution, 0.5C resolution, 0.5ººC error;C error;
••Magnetron overheating programable protection 75Magnetron overheating programable protection 75ººCC--110110ººC;C;
••Door open sensing&protection;Door open sensing&protection;
••USB communicationUSB communication

Designed and manufactured 100% in INCDTIMDesigned and manufactured 100% in INCDTIM



The embedded systemThe embedded system

The chain of the programming, display and service menus (from operating manual)
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RESULTS RESULTS –– April 2012April 2012

22--6 April 2012, First bilateral meeting (RO6 April 2012, First bilateral meeting (RO--FR) at INCDTIMFR) at INCDTIM-- CJ ROCJ RO

Objective: Objective: first tests of the microwaves unit in the experimental first tests of the microwaves unit in the experimental 
configurationconfiguration..

Results:Results:

-- The microwavesThe microwaves--optical filter designed for microwave blocking optical filter designed for microwave blocking 
was tested by microwave field radiation measurements. Photos was tested by microwave field radiation measurements. Photos 
were taken in safe conditions for the camera and the operator.were taken in safe conditions for the camera and the operator.

-- The microwave resonator configuration for the uniform heating The microwave resonator configuration for the uniform heating 
purpose was defined and tested;purpose was defined and tested;

-- The microwaves distribution method on two types of material The microwaves distribution method on two types of material 
withdifferentwithdifferent viscosities was tested (1) low viscosity viscosities was tested (1) low viscosity -- allowing the allowing the 
convection and (2) gelconvection and (2) gel--type to test the internal heating source type to test the internal heating source 
distributiondistribution

-- Two temperature monitoring methods were defined based on two Two temperature monitoring methods were defined based on two 
types of liquid crystals and light sourcestypes of liquid crystals and light sources;;

-- Based on these results, we designed the resonator configuration Based on these results, we designed the resonator configuration 
for the first convection experiment with microwaves uniform for the first convection experiment with microwaves uniform 
heating case and constant temperature cooling at the top surfaceheating case and constant temperature cooling at the top surface. . 



““NearNear”” the final experimental setup  the final experimental setup  ☺☺
IPGP Paris INCDTIM Cluj Napoca
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RESULTS RESULTS –– June 2012June 2012

33--8 June 2012, Second bilateral meeting (RO8 June 2012, Second bilateral meeting (RO--FR) at IPGP Paris, FRFR) at IPGP Paris, FR

Objective: Objective: Prepare the microwaves unit for the French team; Prepare the microwaves unit for the French team; 
preliminary tests for the first experimental configuration (volupreliminary tests for the first experimental configuration (volume me 

internal heating and top cooling).internal heating and top cooling).

Results:Results:
-- Installation of microwaves control unit;Installation of microwaves control unit;

-- Tests of the microwaves power distribution;Tests of the microwaves power distribution;

-- Assemble the tank with the cooling device at the top surface andAssemble the tank with the cooling device at the top surface and
the fittings for probe filling and heat exchanger liquid circulathe fittings for probe filling and heat exchanger liquid circulation;tion;

-- Test of the temperature distribution at the top and the bottom oTest of the temperature distribution at the top and the bottom of f 
the Agar probe for the first experimental configuration: uniformthe Agar probe for the first experimental configuration: uniform
internal heating and top cooling; internal heating and top cooling; 

-- Based on these results, we designed a microwaves homogenizer Based on these results, we designed a microwaves homogenizer 
to improve the uniformity of internal heating for this experimento improve the uniformity of internal heating for this experimental tal 
configuration.configuration.


